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 A new model for ship design calculations is presented that separates the graphical user interface (GUI) from the 

calculations (CALC).  Design programs can now be defined as more than one interactive graphical user interface 

tied to one calculation. Several different GUIs can be created for one CALC engine and one GUI can be created to 

launch several CALC engines in sequence. The GUI of choice is a spreadsheet due to its availability, programmable 
customization, powerful analysis tools, cross-platform capability, and open code environment. 
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INTRODUCTION  
The far-reaching benefits of separating boat and ship design 

calculations into separate graphical user interface (GUI) and 

calculation (CALC) engine objects will be demonstrated. This 

defines a fundamental change in how calculation programs are 

developed. Calculations can be defined as separate executable 

programs that read text files for input and write text files for 

output. The GUI front end will be created in a spreadsheet and 

used for all interactive user input and output. Open code will be 

made available for launching one or more CALC engines and 

facilitating data analysis and transfer.  
 

It might seem odd to use spreadsheets only for input and output 

analysis and visualization, but many calculations are too large 

and complex to be implemented properly and correctly in a 

spreadsheet. One study (Panko 1998, 2008) has shown that 88% 

of all spreadsheets have errors. However, spreadsheets are very 

powerful and mature tools. One way to separate and isolate 

errors is to do the calculations in an external CALC engine 

program that has been tested, validated, and compiled into a fast 

(compared to spreadsheet interpreted P-code) executable code. 

Changes in the GUI front end will not affect the correctness of 

the calculation code. This is a huge problem when complex 
calculations are forced to fit into a spreadsheet program. 

 

One test case developed by the author demonstrated how a 

spreadsheet can launch a full damaged stability CALC engine in 

the background and receive all of the results back into the 

spreadsheet (Fig. 1).  The calculations are finished immediately 

and the user has no indication that the calculations were done 

externally. A calculation button is picked and the results appear 

on a new worksheet, all accomplished with only a few lines of 

open source macro code in the spreadsheet. An added benefit is 

that users have full customization ability due to the open nature 

of the GUI spreadsheet front end. They could, for example, 
make a copy of the spreadsheet and add in their own formulas 

for special stability rule calculations for a particular vessel. One 

can have many different custom front ends to one CALC engine. 

It is impossible for a traditional custom made GUI/CALC 
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combination program to offer that level of customization and 

visualization capabilities. With this organization, a user can 

make custom changes immediately. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Partial results of hydro/stable calcs in a spreadsheet 

 

More importantly, users can create their own GUI spreadsheet 

that launches several external CALC engines in sequence, where 

the results of one calculation automatically feed into the next. 

That sequence of calculations can then be used in a loop over 

one or more independent variables.  Carried one step further, the 

user could include a custom merit function in the spreadsheet 

and a macro could be used to search for the optimum value. This 
cannot happen in traditional programs if the designer has to 

interactively babysit each calculation of the sequence or there 

are no customization options. This project intends to provide all 

of these spreadsheet mechanisms and code in an open source 

organization. 

 

In order to get all CALC engines to work smoothly together, 

there is a need to agree upon data definitions and formats. Some 

definitions exist, such as those defined by STEP (as in AP 216 

for Ship Moulded Forms), but they are complex and driven by 

the needs of detailed CAD design. This ignores many of the 

calculation and data needs of conceptual and preliminary design. 
While hull NURB surface definitions might scale well from 

conceptual to detailed CAD design tools, this isn’t the case for 

geometry like the compartment definitions used for stability 

calculations. There is also a need to define different operating 

conditions for each change in preliminary design ship geometry. 

This paper proposes a data dictionary (DD) and database (DB) 

spreadsheet organization that will provide the missing data 

transfer link for conceptual and preliminary ship design 

calculations. It will also discuss open spreadsheet code for 

transferring this design data between a ship DB and a GUI. 

 
The solution proposed in this paper consists of both technical 

and organizational pieces. 

 

 

 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND  
Ship design calculations started out in the batch programming 

world and the first major application that many used was the US 

Navy’s “Ship Hull Calculation Program” (SHCP) (NAVSEC 

1976).  This was a powerful tool except for the fact that one had 

to keypunch input card decks and go to a computer center to run 

the job. By the mid 1970’s, many obtained terminal connections 

to the mainframe that allowed them to type the card information 

into a file and use that file in place of the card deck. It was batch 

programming without the cards and users could do it from their 

offices. 

 
In the mid 1970’s, the author was a member of an NSF-project 

on the use of computers in NA&ME education at the University 

of Michigan’s department of Naval Architecture and Marine 

Engineering that broke apart each module of SHCP and 

provided an “interactive” prompt-driven front end. This was 

done in FORTRAN. The project was developed by Horst 

Nowacki and Bert Herzog (Woodward 1979; also Nowacki 

2010). There were also tools for displaying and editing hull 

stations using Tektronix graphics terminals (Fig. 2).  The system 

was very advanced at the time. However, the project ended and 

technology changed. The calculations were still perfectly fine, 
but the code became useless. It was put on nine-track tape and 

forgotten. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Tektronix 4014 graphics display 
 

This was followed by the world of PCs that vastly changed GUI 

interfaces. Bitmaps replaced vector graphics devices and coding 

had to begin again from scratch. Many people put a lot of work 

into Microsoft DOS applications. GUI tools were missing and 

the author had to work on writing low level code like graphics 

device drivers in assembly language. There were no standards or 

tools for how a GUI should behave. In DOS, text and graphics 

modes were two different things, but the programming model 

that cemented itself was one interactive GUI front end tightly 

bound to one calculation. Considering the old batch and 
terminal connection days, this personal computer and interactive 

direct program control model was far superior. Unfortunately, 

the calculations were still tightly bound to the GUI and the 

technology. As technology changed and the GUI interfaces 
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became more sophisticated, the complexity and cost of 

programming went up and the code had to be rewritten. 

 

Then the DOS environment went away to be replaced by 

Windows. Even though one might isolate the calculations, the 
complexity of tying those calculations into a Windows program 

with a proper GUI front end was great. The GUI for Apple’s 

Macintosh was also complex and users had specific expectations 

of how programs should work. It was difficult to justify the cost 

and learning curve of developing marine calculations for both 

platforms. Interactive GUI programming became more 

expensive and the ship design market was saturated and small. 

Independent software development of anything but the most 

common design applications disappeared. Many still keep XP 

computers around to run old DOS programs. The calculations 

are still fine. It’s just the GUI and hardware that has changed. 

 
There is now market pressure to build ship design applications 

inside of general CAD design programs. This further divides the 

marine market and makes it more costly for software developers 

to write calculation tools. It also ignores the different needs of 

preliminary versus detailed ship design. NURB hull surfaces 

might scale from conceptual design to detailed design tools, but 

this isn’t the case for geometry such as compartments, tanks, 

and weight estimates. The goal is not to have one CAD program 

win the race. The goal is to provide a technological and 

organizational solution that meets the needs of all stakeholders. 

The goal is to turn calculations into tools that allow naval 
architects to take full and creative control over their use. This 

paper explains how that can be done. 

 

 

PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH  
One of the goals in computer science is encapsulation, but that 

does not always mean encapsulation of skills or learning curves. 
Systems can be powerful and flexible, but very difficult to learn. 

This severely reduces usage and extension. The C++ language 

provides powerful object-oriented encapsulation programming 

tools, but few ever learn enough to take full advantage of their 

capabilities. Even using existing class libraries can be difficult 

and confusing. The approach taken here is one that separates not 

only the GUI from the CALC engine, but the skills and learning 

curves of the different types of users and developers. It also uses 

only common tools.  

 

Text and Comma Separated Value (CSV) files are used for data 
transfer rather than more complicated XML formatted files. This 

allows users to learn and to edit them easily with Notepad. They 

can also double click on CSV files to automatically load them 

into a spreadsheet for viewing or editing. Also, spreadsheets are 

used for the GUIs because they are open, mature, and powerful 

tools with connections to other common tools such as Microsoft 

Word and PowerPoint. Most computers have a spreadsheet 

program, and students begin to learn how to use them in middle 

school. XML files may be used for more complex hull data 

structures and geometry, but the goal should always be 

simplicity and industry agreement. 

 

Separating the CALC engines from the GUI front ends also 

splits the required skills. This is a very important idea 

overlooked by many complex systems. Those capable of writing 

ship design calculations are generally not the same as those 
capable of creating custom GUI or spreadsheet interfaces, 

especially if the goal is to give the user control over looping, 

printing, and plotting arbitrary variations of input variables. 

Since spreadsheets are open programs that provide powerful 

macro programming tools, the goal of the project described in 

this paper is to provide much of the spreadsheet macro code 

needed for complex data analysis and visualization for any 

calculation. Naval architects can then focus on writing CALC 

engines and using the open GUI tools to mix and match 

calculations in many powerful and creative ways. The roadblock 

of finding those with the understanding and programming skills 

for creating both complex ship design calculations and custom 
GUI interfaces will be removed. They are two completely 

separate tasks. 

 

Four main types of users are defined by this project, although 

some users may fit multiple categories. The first is a content 

expert who can program calculations for ship design. The 

second is one who can write spreadsheet macros and do some 

Visual Basic programming needed to launch and combine 

CALC engines. The third is a naval architect user who can add 

in additional custom calculations to an existing spreadsheet, and 

the fourth is the designer who only needs to enter the input, 
push a calculate button, and view the results. Each of these 

people can use this system without knowing much about what 

the others know.  

 

This work describes a bottom-up tool-based approach that 

separates tasks, skills, and knowledge. This is opposed to a top 

down solution that attempts to pre-define and construct the most 

general or optimal solution. 

 

 

TECHNICAL SOLUTION  
This section details the two major components of the method: 

the CALC engine and the generic spreadsheet GUI. Another 

section will discuss the design of common data dictionary (DD) 

and database (DB) objects that also use spreadsheets. These 

objects provide the organizational glue that creates a unified 

whole out of all of the pieces. Another section will show the 

advantages of having several spreadsheet GUIs launch one 
CALC engine and of having one spreadsheet GUI launch 

several CALC engines in sequence. 

 

CALC Engines  
The goal of a CALC engine is to isolate ship design calculations 

into simple batch or console applications that read and write text 

files. Each CALC engine will come with a basic spreadsheet 
front end that collects input data, launches the CALC engine, 

and displays the results. To users, it will seem no different from 

any modern spreadsheet calculation. The time delay for reading 

and writing text files is minimal due to the speed and memory 
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caching of modern computers. For complex ship design 

calculations, the majority of the time will be spent doing the 

calculations. The key benefits of creating separate compiled and 

validated CALC engines are long life, reusability, and user 

customization. 
 

A CALC engine should be seen as a programming library 

subroutine or function where one passes in variables and 

receives results back. It can be created and tested separately 

without knowing the uses to which it will be put in the future, 

and it can be launched from a spreadsheet or any other program. 

All programing languages offer the capability of launching 

another program. The input and output values will be transferred 

by text files – specifically comma separated value (CSV) files 

which contain the variable name, the units, and the data. As with 

any subroutine, the CALC engine writer will define the input 

and output variables and order. These variables are defined as 
“call by value” arguments. There are no “call by reference” 

pointer variables. Calling routines or launching programs need 

to specifically read the results back in. Like any subroutine, 

CALC engines can offer an input value that limits the amount of 

calculations that are done or output produced. A hydro/stable 

CALC engine might offer an option to output only the main 

results or output all of the detailed station data, such as the 

sectional area or waterline curve. Likewise, a calling or 

launching program can then select only those values of interest 

from the output results file. 

 
The benefit of CSV files is that they are simple text files and 

one can double click on the file and have it immediately loaded 

and displayed in a spreadsheet program. They can also be edited 

with Notepad. The variable name, the units and the data will be 

displayed for both the input and output files. This makes testing 

easier for the CALC engine writer and provides a basis for 

creating a spreadsheet GUI front end for any CALC engine.  

 

A standard CSV file structure is defined for all single and array 

data, but something might have to be done for structures or 

other complex data that has to be transferred. There is also a 

need to adapt to the needs of historical ship design file formats, 
like SHCP and GHS hull data files. For these custom defined 

formats, the CALC engine will read in the name of the special 

file (such as a hull offsets file) and then have the responsibility 

of reading and perhaps writing that data. With an open system 

philosophy, some might be willing to provide the source code in 

different programming languages needed to read different data 

structure files. This is a modern sharing ethic. Naval architects 

only need a common technical structure and organization to 

encourage this result. 

 

CALC engines do no interactive user input or output. They can 
use any computer language, be compiled, and run all by 

themselves. An added benefit is that this will produce 

calculations that run much faster than the p-code used in 

spreadsheet programming. They will be simple executable 

(EXE) type files that can run without any GUI front end. Just 

double click on the EXE file and the CALC engine will read the   

CSV text file input data and write a standard CSV output file 

that can be loaded into a spreadsheet just by double clicking on 

the filename. One can create the input file with Notepad or a 

spreadsheet, double click on the EXE file to run, and then 

double click on the output CSV results file for display in a 

spreadsheet. This won’t be necessary once a spreadsheet GUI 
front end is developed, but it makes life much easier for 

developing the CALC engines before any GUI front end is done. 

One of the biggest benefits of this approach is that the 

calculations will be compiled, tested, and validated 

independently of any changes in a GUI front end. It will have 

what the author calls “a long shelf life.” It will not become 

obsolete by changes in user interfaces. The GUI could even be a 

phone app that accesses CALC engines “in the cloud.” 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3 Simple CALC engine model 

 

 

Figure 3 shows the model for a single stand-alone batch CALC 

engine. This model might be simple, but the calculations could 

be very complex. This sort of program can be done by anyone 

who knows about naval architecture, but little about 

programming. There is no need to know anything about 

spreadsheets or GUI programming in general. Without the 

complexity of a modern GUI programming front end, the 

programming structure of a CALC engine becomes very simple. 

There is one “main” routine that can consist of three simple 
sections: read the input data, do the calculations, and output the 

results file. The naval architect CALC engine writer can focus 

on programming the calculations without any other 

complexities. 

 

An example CALC engine has been developed for the Holtrop 

and Mennen ship resistance calculation (Holtrop and Mennen 

1982, Holtrop 1984) with a few added forces. The main input 

file to this CALC engine is a CSV type file that contains a list of 

the input variable names, units, the number of items, and the 

value (Fig. 4). 
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Fig 4. CALC engine input loaded into a spreadsheet 

 

 

This is the type of text file that CALC engines will read. This 
project plans on providing the source code for some of the file 

reading tasks that could be used by any CALC engine 

programmer. The technical section on data definitions will 

discuss the need and benefits of agreement on specific variable 

names and definitions. 

 

Once the calculations are done, the CALC engine will output all 

of the single and array data input and output to one CSV file. 

(Fig. 5) 

 

 
 

Fig 5. Holtrop CALC output loaded in a spreadsheet 

 

The input is also written to the output file, but is not shown in 

Fig. 5. It is also helpful for the CALC engine to write the output 

in a nice results order so that the spreadsheet calling routine can 

use the same sequence. However, spreadsheet routines will be 
provided that can pick out any specific variable in any order. 

 

Generally, it is up to the “calling” program that uses the CALC 

engine to pick and choose which data to read and what to do 

with them. All of this file write and read code will exist on the 

open source side of the GUI/CALC engine wall. Some CALC 

engine writers might provide the source code for their 

calculations and some may not.  Other CALC engines might be 

compiled and a fee charged for their purchase or use. The model 

proposed by this project does not preclude the need for 

independent software developers. However, those CALC 

engines can still be used in a custom way by the naval architect.  
 

In addition to single value and array data input and output, 

CALC engines may also have to deal with custom structure 

data, like hull offsets. Handling this type of data has to be 

flexible. The data structure and file format could be defined by 

the CALC engine developer or it could be defined 

(recommended) by others. Clearly, common definitions help 

everyone, but ultimately, it has to be up to the CALC engine 

programmer who decides what’s best. Organizational 

prescription of allowable data structures may hinder innovation, 

such as using polyhedra, rather than stations, for defining hulls 
for hydrostatics calculations. This may require translator CALC 

engines, such as one that converts a standard station definition 

of a hull to one that is defined by polygons. The input would be 

a standard offsets definition of a hull and the output would be a 

polyhedron definition. 

 

Since the goal is to treat CALC engines as subroutines, then 

GUI programmers need to have ways to pick out specific values 

from the results of a CALC engine output file. This can be done 

from the primary CSV output file that contains the variable 

name and the calculated value. These values may be stored 

internally and then passed as input to another CALC engine. As 
one combines multiple CALC engines together, the GUI 

programmer will have to decide which input and output 

variables are important enough to display in the spreadsheet. In 

many cases, the CALC engines will produce far more results 

than what are needed. This is the benefit of open source 

spreadsheet macros. One can easily take an existing GUI front 

end to one or more CALC engines and create a new variation – 

all without having to change the CALC engine or develop a new 

GUI from scratch. One can have different GUI front ends for 

simple calculations and for power users. It’s difficult to have 

one powerful GUI adapt to the needs of simple calculations. 
 

Other output files from a CALC engine can be added, such as 

vector graphics and bitmap data. One may import or export 

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) files into or out of 

spreadsheets, but its XML-based definition is still difficult to 

learn for simple vector graphics. If one wanted to output a 

bodyplan drawing of a hull from a CALC engine – perhaps one 
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that does hull generation, then it would be much easier to have a 

text file format that consisted of simple move and draw 

commands rather than having the need to learn how to do the 

same thing in an XML-type SVG file format. One future goal of 

this project is to define and develop those tools. 
 

Batch or console applications are extremely easy to create once 

you’ve eliminated all of the GUI code overhead. Many more 

naval architects will be able to create complex design 

calculations, even those who know little to nothing about 

spreadsheets. This approach also makes it easier to revive old or 

“lost” code because the calculations might be easy to separate 

and one won’t have to reprogram the code into a language 

needed by a GUI. The calculations can be compiled, tested, and 

validated for use in many different sequences of calculations. 

 

Since CALC engines are stand-alone executable code with no 
GUI front end, it’s easy to create a dynamic link library (DLL) 

form that can be used by many other programs, such as general 

purpose CAD programs. It’s also easier to create executable 

CALC engines that are compatible on many platforms. Custom 

GUIs are the primary obstacles to cross-platform development. 

 

One can also program custom front ends (not using a 

spreadsheet) that launch CALC engines and treat them as 

subroutines. All languages have tools for starting external 

executables. The key is to break the fixed linkage between one 

GUI and one calculation. 
 

 

Units. Although automatic units error checking and conversion 

can be done, it is not addressed in detail at this stage in this 

project. CALC engines may use fixed units or offer choices as 

an input option. It is up to the GUI programmer to offer any 

units options to the user and to make sure that the correct ones 

are passed to the CALC engine. Providing units choices and 

proper conversion is a difficult process. For ship velocity, one 

might want to enter knots, meters/second, or even speed-length 

ratio. For water density, one might want to input pounds per 

cubic foot even though the displacement calculations are done 
using long tons. There are also unusual units, like pounds per 

inch immersion, which complicate conversion.  

 

There are many subtle issues related to units. Some CALC 

engines may offer any choice of units system, like Meters-

Kilogram-Second or Foot-Pounds Second, but users still might 

want to input meters for some things and centimeters for others. 

One solution being looked at has the open source software write 

and read routines of the CALC engine I/O files offer all needed 

units conversion. If the CALC engine expects meters per second 

and the user wants to put in knots, the I/O system could do the 
conversion while putting the variable into the file. This would 

make life easier for the CALC engine programmer. The CALC 

engine could be written for just one set of units and any 

conversion would be left up to the GUI. 

 

Another option is to create different GUI front ends for one 

CALC engine based on different units. It is easier to do this than 

to provide one GUI that handles any user needs for units. One 

would just make a copy of the spreadsheet GUI, change the 

units labels and then provide the proper conversion to and from 

the CALC engine. This is another example where one CALC 

engine might have multiple GUI front ends. 
 

 

GUI Front Ends 

The GUI front end to a CALC engine does not have to be a 

spreadsheet program, but it is a powerful and common 

application that offers all of the necessary customization and 

visualization tools in a cross-platform environment. It’s very 
simple for a spreadsheet macro to write the input data to a CSV 

file, launch the external CALC engine which reads that file, and 

then automatically bring back the CSV output file results into 

any location of the spreadsheet. All of this will be open source 

macro code that anyone can use or customize. The goal is not 

just the separation of the GUI from the CALC engine, but to 

provide standard, open, and customizable tools that can handle 

all of the analysis and reporting tasks required by naval 

architects.  

 

A general CALC engine can be defined as reading a set of 
inputs and producing a set of outputs. (Fig. 6) 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 Function description of a CALC engine 

 

 

Users want to be able to do one or more of the following tasks: 

 

1. Given a set of input Xi, calculate the Yj results 

2. Build a table of Yj given changes to any one Xi 

3. Add custom Yk functions based on Xi and Yi results 

4. Plot any Yj or Yk versus any Xi or Yj 
5. Interpolate plots at any ordinate or abscissa 

6. Find max, min and areas under curves 

7. Search for iterative solutions 

8. Build a table given changes to any 2 or more input Xi 

9. Plot 3D contours of any Yj or Yk vs. 2 independent Xi 

10. Find max, min and volumes of 3D surfaces 

11. Define custom merit functions 

12. Search for the max or min of a merit function 

 

There are more, but the goal is to offer open spreadsheet tools 

that handle each of these tasks in a standard way. Users should 
be able to start a spreadsheet GUI for a CALC engine and know 

how to do each of these tasks. One of the problems of 

spreadsheets is that there are no standards for how they should 

work. This project, however, includes a generic open/free 

spreadsheet that provides many of the calculation tasks listed 

above and will work with any CALC engine written in the 
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standard form with a text file Data Dictionary (DD) of input and 

output. A naval architect can write a stand-alone CALC engine 

and not have to write a line of GUI code. This generic 

spreadsheet GUI will read the Data Dictionary of the CALC 

engine and automatically provide all of the input and results 
processing, such as producing a contour plot of varying any two 

input variables. This is a GUI front end that any user can copy 

and customize as needed. 

 

The general list of input (Xi) and output (Yj) consists of single 

variables, array variables, and structure-type variables. The first 

two types of input will always come from user input on the first 

worksheet of the spreadsheet. The structure data (which might 

be a standard offsets file of a vessel), may come from another 

source, such as a text file. Before launching the CALC engine, 

the spreadsheet will write the list of inputs to a comma separated 

value (CSV) file that will be read by the CALC engine. When 
the CALC engine is finished, the single and array variable 

results will be in the output CSV file. There will be a variety of 

open source spreadsheet macro tools to bring all or part of the 

CALC engine output in to the spreadsheet. These values can be 

assigned to particular cells in the spreadsheet or held internally 

if they are just needed for passing as input to another CALC 

engine. 

 

Most calculations output single value results and array based 

results. A hydrostatic CALC engine produces variables like 

displacement as a single value result and a sectional area curve 
as an array output – for a single set of Xi input. The way this 

data will be organized is to keep the input on the first worksheet 

of the spreadsheet, put the single variable input and results in a 

column on the second worksheet, and put the array data in rows 

on the third and perhaps higher worksheets. Each time the 

CALC engine is launched with a new set of Xi input data, the 

single variable results will be put in a following column. By 

changing any Xi input value over a range of values, one can 

build a table of results on worksheet two. Fig 7 shows an 

example for the Holtrop resistance calculation that varies the 

velocity of the vessel over a range of values. All other input 

variables remain constant.  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Results grid in a spreadsheet front end 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 8. Partial spreadsheet grid showing results and graph 

 

 

Figure 8 shows another part of the results grid with a plot of 

results. The user can plot anything versus anything else from the 

grid. This grid creation process can be created by the user for 
any sequence of Xi. The standard/generic GUI allows the user to 

create a grid of results by varying any input variable. 

 

Some CALC engines also produce array and matrix output for 

each set of input values. For example, one draft, trim and heel 

calculation of hydrostatics produces many different station 

property values for a hull, such as sectional area, girth length, 

and waterline beam. This data should be put on following 

worksheets of the spreadsheet. Users can then plot any data they 

choose. Figures 9 and 10 show an example of hydrostatic station 

properties and a plot of the sectional area curve. 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9 GUI output of Hydro CALC engine array data 
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Fig 10 User graph of data from arrays 
 

 

The results table in the second worksheet handles the cases of 

one or ‘n’ calculations for any set of Xi input. Once the table has 

been built, a user can define custom formulas to add in 

additional rows of the table based on other results data. It is a 

simple task to plot any row versus any other. One can also add 

macro calculation buttons to interpolate any graph and find max, 

min, and areas under any curve. Since this is outside of the 

compiled CALC engine, all of the code will be open and able to 

be customized. 

 
For systematic variations of two or more Xi, the same worksheet 

two table will be built for each rectangular (or more) calculation 

points. For variations of two input variables, say Lwl and Cp in 

the Holtrop resistance calculation, a macro will be available to 

display 3D contour plots of any dependent variable. As with 2D 

curve plots, macros will be provided to find max and min 

locations, volumes under the contour, and 2D slices or 

interpolations of the contour. 

 

Custom merit functions can be added as a row to the calculation 

table of input and results. A spreadsheet macro can then start a 
loop automatically selecting sets of Xi that search for an 

optimum value of the merit function. Any number of search 

techniques could be provided with open macro spreadsheet 

code. 

 

This leads to another option that will be provided as part of the 

spreadsheet list of available macro code. That is the ability to 

pick and choose which single or array results variables one 

wants to bring back into the spreadsheet. Often, CALC engines 

output a huge amount of results, but a user might want to create 

a new GUI front end that only brings back specific variables. 

There will be macro routines that find specific variables and put 
them in a specified worksheet, row, and column. 

 

With these techniques, one can create a GUI front end to a 

CALC engine that provides all of the analysis functionality in 

the above list of 12 tasks. This is the goal started in the 

standard/generic GUI so that all of these calculation tasks can be 

done for any CALC engine without having to write a line of 

spreadsheet macro code. All one would have to do is to write a 

CALC engine and set up a Data Dictionary text file that defines 

all input and output variables. However, this does not prevent 

users from adding in their own customizations. 
 

 

Data Definitions and Ship Databases 

Integration of separate GUI’s and CALC engines will be greatly 

improved by using common variable definitions and databases. 

There is a need to organize different standards for things such as 

vessel orientation, coordinate systems, and operating conditions. 
Some common definitions can be found from organizations like 

STEP, ITTC, ISO, and DIN, but these rules and definitions need 

to be consolidated and tools need to be provided so that there is 

less confusion and overlap of effort. 

  

This project focuses on the needs of conceptual and preliminary 

design, which is not necessarily a simplification of the needs of 

detailed CAD programs. One should not have to understand or 

program a complex data definition organization structure just to 

input a simple hull definition by offsets. A programmer should 

have access to simple open source code that does just that one 
thing. With open systems that are organically grown by many 

people and organizations around the world, understandings and 

tools have to be separate and stand-alone. If a hull mesh for 

CFD or FEM is needed, one should only have to study that one 

definition. There needs to be an easy way to find the different 

mesh choices and which design tools read or write those 

definitions. The definition should be encapsulated and the data 

should be found in a simple text or CSV file.  

 

This type of organization is perhaps less efficient that one that is 

top-down and prescribes every detail, but it separates knowledge 

and skills. It also does not preclude organizational use of larger 
corporate databases and detailed CAD tools for data definition. 

One can have data and geometry translators to adapt to specific 

organizational or detailed CAD design tool needs. While the 

organizational goal might be ship design, construction, and 

lifetime operation, the preliminary design system can and should 

still separate and encapsulate knowledge and learning curves. 

 

One big issue in ship design relates to defining variables for 

different operating conditions. It could be as simple as defining 

a draft and trim, but what does “draft” mean when the baseline 

is defined below the bottom of the boat or located at the 
waterline? Also, where is the draft measured and how is trim 

defined? Does a positive trim mean down by the bow or down 

by the stern? Is the trim in degrees or the difference in draft at 

the FP and AP? CALC engines might not use the same 

definitions, but there should be guidelines for making their 

choices clear. Lack of clarity causes many hours of study and 

potential errors. 

 

During the conceptual design process, one might want to define 

an operating condition with an assumed weight curve. Later, 

during preliminary design, one may want a detailed light ship 
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weight curve to which is added a cargo loading weight curve. 

The author has developed many tools for dealing with individual 

and combined weight curves (Fig. 11), but there is no 

organization or process to make them available as useful tools 

for naval architects. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11 Weight curve for a specific loading condition 

 

 

How does one define a weight curve for individual weights or 

for combined weights? SHCP had a definition for an overall 

weight curve, but it would be helpful if there was a simple text 
or CSV file format that got everyone (and their tools) on the 

same page. Even if new versions are defined, at least everyone 

would have a process and a source. Right now, the marine 

industry has no guidance. 

 

If there was a simple text or CSV file definition of a single or 

combined weight curve, then someone might provide a CALC 

engine that produces weight curve estimates for different types 

of vessels and different loading conditions. This would be 

valuable for conceptual design studies. All it takes is a simple 

weight curve definition and the tools will follow. For example, 
Fig. 12 shows sample weight data calculated in ProSurf 3 based 

on the geometry of the hull and output to a CSV file. This 

information is defined to no specific standard for weight data, 

which makes it very difficult to merge with weight data from 

other systems or definitions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12 Example Weight Output from ProSurf 3 

 

 

This project proposes standards for basic design variables and 
geometry data definitions (DD) using a spreadsheet. It also 

proposes hull geometry and condition databases (DB) for 

individual designs. Open source routines will be available to 

transfer design data between a GUI and a specific DB geometry 

file. Rather than type in all input information to a GUI, the data 

could be read from a vessel DB (spreadsheet). 

 

The database file for a vessel will consist of the information for 

one fixed geometry of the hull. Each new hull or compartment 

shape variation during a conceptual design process will require a 

new spreadsheet DB. The generic operating condition variables 

will be located on the first page of the worksheet and each new 
worksheet will contain the data specific to any other condition, 

such as “light ship” and “full load.” One might start up a 

spreadsheet GUI for a calculation, select a spreadsheet DB hull 

and the “light ship” condition, and then the GUI would go to 

that hull DB spreadsheet, find the “light ship” worksheet, and 

read and fill in all of the needed input. Variables like draft, trim, 

and displacement all belong to a specific operating condition. 

Likewise, the GUI can also save results back to the spreadsheet 

database. 

 

 
Data Definitions. One approach is to have an organization 

define and fix all definitions in a top-down process. The other 

way is to allow individual CALC engine writers to define 

variables however they see fit. Neither is a workable solution, 

although some sort of coordinating board or committee which 

provides guidance is needed. Single and array variable names 

and definitions can be defined and aliases can be used for 

variables like KG versus VCG. There can be different variable 

names for trim in degrees and trim as the difference between 

drafts at the perpendiculars. 

 
There is also a need to develop a consensus on more complex 

data structures for things like hull and compartment definitions 

for conceptual and preliminary design. This should not preclude 

CALC engine writers from defining their own structures, but if a 

common definition exists and there is open source code to 

support that definition, then most would choose to use that 

definition. 
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Ship Design Databases. CALC engines and GUI front ends are 

stand alone. You can type in the input and get back the results. 

However, the next step of integration is to be able to save and 

organize design data for each vessel and each operating 

condition. One wants to be able to start any GUI and ask it to fill 
in as many input values from a particular vessel database and 

operating condition. 

 

This is done using one spreadsheet file for each hull and 

compartment variation. For each of these spreadsheet files, 

different worksheets will be used for different operating 

conditions because a vessel will have different values for many 

variables for each condition. These are things like the cargo 

load, crew, passengers, and tank loadings The first worksheet 

will be the default working or conceptual design operating 

condition, and each worksheet after that will be a specific user-

defined operating condition for that vessel.  
 

 

Operational Details 

 

The current components offered by this project consist of a 

“Marine Design Executive” (MDE) spreadsheet, two CALC 
engines (intact hydrostatics/stability and a Savitsky planing boat 

resistance calculation), the standard/generic spreadsheet GUI 

front end, a full source example of a simple CALC engine along 

with all necessary documentation needed for users to add their 

own calculations to the system. The goal is to make this a 

marine design system that is developed and supported by all 

stakeholders: commercial software developers, researchers, 

students, and naval architects. 

 

The Marine Design Executive is a spreadsheet that lists all 

available CALC engines and GUI front ends (Fig. 13) Users will 

be able to add in their own GUIs and CALC engines by editing 
the contents of a text file. This file includes information about 

where the spreadsheets and executable CALC engines are 

located. Once in the MDE, a user can connect to information 

and documentation for any GUI or CALC engine. To start a 

GUI calculation, the user needs only to double click on the 

name of the GUI. Fig. 14 shows the first worksheet of the 

HPower1B calculation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13 Marine Design Executive 

 

When the standard/generic spreadsheet GUI is launched, its 

macro code reads the input and output Data Dictionary text file 

for the CALC engine and creates cells on the first worksheet for 

all of the necessary input along with macro buttons for a number 
of standard operations. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14 Standard GUI front end for a CALC engine 
 

Fig, 14 shows the input sheet one for the horsepower estimate 

CALC engine along with macro buttons for a single calculation, 

a single variable loop of calculations, and a grid or double loop 

of input variable calculations. It also provides links to 

documentation for the standard GUI and the specific CALC 

engine. The spreadsheet is built each time it is launched using 

information provided by each CALC engine’s input/output Data 
Dictionary CSV text file. This is the way it adapts automatically 

to any new CALC engine. Input values are entered in column 

‘D’. 

 

The user can build a table of results on the second page of the 

spreadsheet by changing different input variables and choosing 

the “Calc 1” option, build a table all at once by varying one 

variable over a set of values and using the “Loop 1” option, or 

build a table by varying two variables using the “Loop 2” 

option. For each calculation using one set of input, the macro 

code validates the input, outputs the required input text (CSV) 
file, launches the batch CALC engine, and reads the output 

results from the text file when it is completed. The CALC 

engine execution is hidden in the background and the user sees 

no indication that the calculations were done externally. 

 

Fig. 15 shows the sheet 2 results grid for the “Loop 1” option 

and varying the input vessel speed from 0 to 16 knots. Since this 

is an open source spreadsheet, users can add in any additional 

calculations they need. Note that this standard results 

spreadsheet includes a macro button to plot a graph of any 

variables. Users do not need to be experts at using a spreadsheet 

to get typical results. If the “Loop 2” option was selected for 
calculation, the “Contour” button would automatically produce 

a 3D contour plot of any result. 
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Fig. 15 Results grid on sheet 2 of the spreadsheet 
 

 

Fig. 16 shows how the “Graph” macro button can plot any 

number of results from the grid. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 16 Graph of two user-selected results 
 

When users exit this GUI application, they automatically return 
to the Marine Design Executive. 

 

There are no downsides to the separation of the calculations 

from the GUI. Delays in launching CALC engine programs 

from the spreadsheet are minimal. One might notice a very 

slight delay the first time an external CALC engine is launched, 

but after that, the code remains in memory and no lag will be 

noticeable. For typical calculations, the time needed by the 

CALC engine will dominate. 

 

 

Calculation Sequences 

Since CALC engines are viewed as complex subroutines, then 

higher-level sequences of calculations can be built that can 

define a custom combination of inputs and output. The 

spreadsheet programming language provides all of the 

sequencing and data manipulation necessary. One can combine 

multiple CALC engines together and still use the same data 

analysis looping, printing, and plotting tools of the standard GUI 

calculation model. Combining CALC engines will be aided by 

open source tools to do the job automatically. Work is currently 

being done to create controls that allow users to select and 

execute any sequence of CALC engines without writing any 
code. 

 

As an example of what has to be done, The Holtrop resistance 

calculation requires input such as LWL, BWL, Cb, Cp, and 

wetted surface. Those are variables that come from a calculation 

of hydrostatics at a particular operating condition. One might 

interactively run a separate hydro calculation, write down the 

results and enter them into the resistance calculation program or 

one might have a database structure that can store results of one 

calculation and pass them to another. This is a traditional single 

GUI/CALC program approach and one that can also be done 

with the structure offered by the work in this paper. However, if 
users want to vary draft over a range of input values and plot the 

results of resistance, the user has to manually run the numbers 

for each draft and somehow collect the results to print or plot. 

For large input variable loops or for searching, this becomes 

tedious, if not impossible, to do. It gets worse as one adds more 

CALC engines to the sequence. Each one has to be interactively 

run by the user with a traditional GUI/CALC combined 

approach. 

 

With the separation of the CALC engines and the ability to treat 

them as subroutines in a spreadsheet program, a user can create 
one spreadsheet GUI that launches two different CALC engines 

in a row with the use of a macro calculation button. One can still 

generate the same table of input and output results as in Figs. 7 

and 8, but the input Xi values will now include those for the 

hydrostatics/stability CALC engine. As the input draft is 

changed, all of the other hydrostatics input variables for the 

Holtrop CALC engine are automatically updated. 

 

Interactive user control over traditional GUI/CALC program 

combinations is not sufficient for complex calculations, 

searching, and optimization. It is also not feasible to develop or 

acquire the source code of all of the different applications to 
write one traditional GUI/CALC program to do a complex 

analysis or optimization. The approach described in this paper 

offers a general and open source solution that provides the best 

of both worlds. Users can interactively control individual 

calculations and they can mix and match those calculations into 

complex analysis and searching tools. This can be done by naval 

architects, not programming specialists. They don’t need the 

source code of all applications. Those calculations are already 

complete, tested, and validated CALC engine tools. The user 

only needs to combine them together using a variety of open 

source spreadsheet tools. 
 

Going one step further than combining hydrostatics and 

resistance CALC engines, one could add in a CALC engine that 

automatically varies the shape of an offsets definition of a hull 

using a Lackenby approach (Lackenby 1950, Botting 1967). 

One can then plot contours of resistance by changing variables 

such as Cp and LCB. The author (Hollister 1996) wrote a 
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variation of the Lackenby approach that allows the user to set 

any of a number of target hull shape variables while keeping the 

draft or displacement constant. This was added to a calculation 

of hydrostatics and Holtrop resistance, all in one DOS-based 

program. That paper showed what could be done, but not how it 
could be done easily by naval architects and how it could be 

immune to changes in technology. It was a custom application 

that required the source code for all calculations and it was tied 

to a custom GUI based on DOS.  

 

This HullVary-Hydro-Holtrop sequence has now been updated 

by the author to the CALC engine organization described in this 

paper. The three CALC engines are separately compiled and 

validated as CALC engines, and the spreadsheet control code is 

all open source. Work is now being done to create open tools to 

automatically combine and run any combination of CALC 

engines so that users do not need to write macro code each time. 
 

Naval architects could take this CALC engine sequence and 

customize it as they see fit. They might create a new version of 

the resistance CALC engine and easily substitute it for the 

existing one in the sequence. There could also be versions of the 

HullVary and Hydro CALC engines that work directly on CFD 

meshes for hulls. One could then drop in different CFD CALC 

engines and immediately have a powerful plotting and 

optimization tool. One would not have to manually vary an 

offsets definition of a hull and convert it to a CFD mesh for each 

iteration. The calculations would all work on the mesh. This 
highlights that a major goal of this project is to provide a system 

of programmable and interchangeable calculation tools. 

 

Given that a spreadsheet macro programming language is as 

powerful as a regular programming language, users can create 

any complex sequence of CALC engines even if the standard 

tools don’t meet their needs. They don’t need the calculation 

source code and they don’t have to retest or validate their 

results. CALC engines have no GUI code, are compiled, and 

immune to most changes in technology. Spreadsheets are well 

developed, stable, available on most computers, and cross-

platform. Students start to learn about them in middle school. 
 

 

Connection to Interactive CAD Programs 

 

In an ideal world, users might like to hit a button in their 

favorite interactive hull CAD program to do any calculation. 
Unfortunately, this is a complex task and there are too many 

CAD programs and calculations. The marine market cannot 

support that development and it also precludes most users from 

adding in their own calculations. In addition, advanced 

preliminary design is not defined or supported by interactive 

CAD-centric user-launched calculations. One needs calculation 

tools that can be combined and customized by users for 

automatic complex analyses and optimization without user 

control of each step. That can be done using the tools described 

in this paper. 

 

This doesn’t mean that providing access to calculations from 

any CAD program is not desirable. However, this will never 

happen if one has to build each calculation inside every CAD 

program. The solution proposed here is to keep the calculations 

separate in the Marine Design Executive, but require CAD 
programs to provide only commands that output the current hull 

shape to compatible data files. Users can then load both their 

CAD program and the MDE at the same time. Doing any 

calculation then involves selecting a button in the CAD program 

to output the current hull geometry, opening the MDE window, 

and then running any calculation. A big advantage to this 

approach is that users can run their own CALC engines without 

knowing how to custom program any CAD program. It also 

minimizes all marine CAD-dependent code development. That 

task would only involve adding code that takes the current 

geometry of the hull and outputs MDE-compatible data files – 

not code to do each new marine calculation. 
 

 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL SOLUTION 

This section discusses organizational and guidance needs of this 

approach to ship design calculation.  
 

Guidance on Definitions  
The goal of reusable and integrated CALC engines will only 

work well if everyone agrees on marine data definitions and file 

formats. Software developers can’t force this on the marine 

industry, but an organization such as SNAME can take the lead. 

It can select and define the use of specific variable names and 
definitions. It can select and define special file definitions for 

things like hull offsets and weight data. This organization 

should consist of guidance and not control. Innovation and 

creativity are driven by those who write the CALC engines and 

those who combine them into analysis sequences in a 

spreadsheet GUI. Definitions should aid this creativity, not 

control it. 

 

However, definitions get more complicated when it comes to 

finding a consensus on things like hull-coordinate orientations, 

hull and compartment definitions, and operating conditions. An 
operating condition could be built up from a light ship condition 

with added cargo loadings, individual weights, and extras like 

icing loads, or it could be selected from a list of estimated 

weight curves in the conceptual design phase. A weight curve 

definition should be defined, and it should match a definition for 

the buoyancy curve, the load curve, the shear curve, and the 

bending moment curve. Definitions will drive tool creation.  

 

With common definitions, someone might offer a CALC engine 

that provides a selection of estimated weight curves for different 

types of vessels, or a way to design a new weight curve shape. If 

definitions are agreed upon, users in the future could launch a 
Series 60 hull generator CALC engine to create a standard hull 

offsets file, apply a weight curve estimate, launch a hydrostatics 

calculation, then a resistance calculation all from one 

spreadsheet GUI interface.  
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There is only one de facto data standard in the marine industry. 

It is the definition of a hull using stations and offsets. 

Unfortunately, there is no one actual agreed-upon file format. 

There are the SHCP, GHS, OFF, LFE hull offsets formats and 
others. Hulls can also be defined with NURB surfaces, control 

curves, polyhedra, and other formats required by FEM and CFD 

programs. The integration and coordination of programs in the 

marine field will never get very far unless some industry group 

takes the lead. 

 

 

Libraries of Hull Shapes  
 If common standards can be agreed upon for hull definition 

(offsets, NURB surfaces, polyhedrons, etc.) then a library and 

clearinghouse for public domain hull definitions could be 

offered. Here are a few hulls that the author has digitized or 

recreated. 

 

 
 

Fig. 17 S.S. United States 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 18 Wigley Test Hull 

 

 
 

Fig. 19 J Boat Endeavor 

 

 

There are many hull forms in the public domain that naval 

architects have digitized or recreated. Many would be willing to 

provide them to others in an open database. Others could 
download the hulls and know that they needed no alterations 

before they could be used for calculations. 

 

Education 

Organization will also take the form of building a web site for 

information, advocacy, and education. The proposed technical 
solution is based on an open software approach to GUI and 

spreadsheet tools, but it is also based on the need for agreement 

and coordination. It encourages all designers and builders, from 

backyard DIY boatbuilders to students, to shipbuilders, and to 

researchers to get directly involved and to provide their own 

pieces to the puzzle. The industry benefits by having a common 

focus for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Education will also consist of providing boat and ship design 

tools that are scalable. Students in fifth grade control robots with 

Lego Mindstorms kits that contain scaled down versions of tools 

used by professionals. The skills they learn in elementary school 
lead to new skills developed in high school and college. The 

same can be true for providing scalable boat and ship design 

tools for education. It would be a simple task to take a 

hydrostatics and stability CALC engine and put on a front end 

that shows students why it’s a bad idea to stand up in a canoe. 

High school students could use the same CALC engine with 

library hulls of famous boats or ships to understand how much 

cargo they can carry or what are the major influences of 

resistance. College students can create their own sequences of 

CALC engines to perform sensitivity studies or search for 

optimum design solutions. 
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Research and Legacy Code 

College professors and students often create new calculations 

for boat and ship design, but they may not have the time or 

skills for creating traditional interactive GUI front ends. The 

technical approach defined in this paper solves that issue. It’s a 

fast way to bring research code to a usable form. With standard 

hull mesh definitions and research CFD code in CALC engine 

form, researchers might find a large community of willing and 

able testers. It would spur the development of automatic hull 

mesh variation CALC engines. Automatic hull variation and 

optimization can happen with the right tools and organization. 

 
The split between CALC engines and GUI front ends also 

shows how legacy code can be updated into a usable form. It’s 

easier to separate the calculations from old code and keep the 

same computer language rather than change the code to one 

required by the GUI front end. This is ideal for old FORTRAN 

code. Industry organizations might be willing to invest to update 

old code that still provides good calculations. If new 

calculations are created, they can be compared with the results 

of the old techniques. Just launch both CALC engines from the 

same spreadsheet GUI front end and plot both results on the 

same graph. 
 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is great interest in solving the technical and market 

problems of conceptual and preliminary ship design calculations 

at all levels, and users want to be a part of an open solution that 

gets all sectors of the marine market focused on the same page. 

Naval architects want flexible and customizable calculation 

tools that do not become obsolete each time technology 

changes. This paper defines a computing model that is simple to 

understand and separates the subject matter expertise skills 
needed for developing calculations from the programming skills 

needed for creating complex GUI front ends. The learning curve 

is low and parts of the overall system can be used without fully 

understanding the whole. It puts customization and control back 

into the hands of naval architects who no longer have to depend 

on the limitations and time delays of commercial or in-house 

software development. It is an open GUI code, tool-based 

approach that offers unlimited potential for design analysis and 

optimization. 
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